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Diamonds in the Rough

Legion Partners’ typical investment doesn’t at the outset screen well or otherwise
inspire that much confidence. For the activist investor, therein lies opportunity.

T

argeting stocks with at least 100%
upside, Legion Partners' Christopher Kiper is often asked if there’s
really an activist agenda in every investment
the firm makes. His response: “Show me a
security we believe is that undervalued and I
guarantee there’s an activist agenda.”
After a long tenure at West Coast activist pioneer Shamrock Capital, Kiper in 2011
teamed with institutional-investing veteran
Ted White to found Legion, which has so
far proven quite adept at pushing its agenda,
producing net annualized returns of 18.7%,
vs. 15.4% for the Russell 2000.
With a highly concentrated portfolio of
most small-cap stocks, Kiper and White see
opportunity today in such areas as food distribution, specialty retail, telecom services
and industrial equipment.
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Investor Insight: Legion Partners
Christopher Kiper, Ted White, Ken Kempf and Sagar Gupta of Legion Partners describe why the companies they target
often evade other investors’ notice, the typical elements of their activist agendas, some key learnings on what can go
wrong with an investment, and why they see unrecognized value in Chefs’ Warehouse, Vonage, Genesco and Fabrinet.
You’ve said that the companies that attract your attention typically don’t look
attractive to other investors. Why is that?
Christopher Kiper: The headline numbers usually don’t look very good through
some combination of industry challenge
and less-than-effective management. The
corporate or capital structure may be
overly complicated. The company probably isn’t doing a great job in communicating its story. So if you or your algorithm
are screening for good companies with attractive valuations, these probably won’t
show up because they’re significantly under-earning their potential.
The ideas that interest us are those
where we can look through all that and
identify the true earnings power of the
business and returns on invested capital
that should eventually be much better
than they are on the day we invest. We
have an action plan that we believe can
make that happen. Equally important,
if we’re right we want to believe there’s
enough upside – typically at least 100% –
that with a highly concentrated portfolio
we can provide consistently strong returns
to our investors even when some situations inevitably don’t work out.
It helps to give a couple examples. L.B.
Foster [FSTR] is a company we’d followed
for over a decade when at just about the
worst possible time in late 2014 and early
2015 it made two acquisitions to diversify
into energy services and away from its
civil-construction and railroad track and
tie businesses. With falling oil prices, the
earnings of the acquired businesses evaporated very quickly and the company had
to take significant writeoffs of goodwill in
record time after the deals closed. Foster’s
investors were understandably spooked
and the company’s market value fell 75%
from December 2014 to September 2015.
Our basic view was that the core rail
and construction businesses were going
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to benefit from long-term secular tailwinds, that the recurring nature of the
rail business would drive strong cash flow
generation, and that the new oil-and-gas
services assets had reasonable long-term
prospects that were being ignored. We
eventually bought 15% of the company,
got board representation and pursued a
number of initiatives – from focusing on
organic growth, to cutting costs, to addressing damaged investor relations – to
try to get everything back on track quickly
and increase earnings power as end markets improved. We still own a large position, but as the underlying businesses have
improved the stock has re-rated higher.
Earlier this month we filed a 13D indicating our intention to start reducing our
stake. [Note: In the mid-teens in September 2015, Foster shares fell below $10 in
2016. They now trade at around $23.50.]
An even more recent example of the
type of situation that attracts us would
be Nexeo Solutions [NXEO], which is a
chemicals distributor. The company was
bought by private equity out of the chemical producer Ashland in 2011 and came
public in mid-2016 after a merger with
a special purpose acquisition company
[SPAC] set up by Wilbur Ross.
While the private equity owner, TPG,
had invested in the business after years of
relative neglect inside Ashland, the company when it came public was operating
with much lower EBITDA margins than
its two primary competitors, Brenntag
and Univar. On top of that, as often happens with SPACs, the stock traded poorly
after the deal and last fall was down as
much as 30% from the offering price.
We were interested for a number of reasons. We liked that TPG didn’t cash out
and still holds 35% of the outstanding
shares. First Pacific, a highly regarded value investing firm you probably know well,
owns 30% of the stock and even has a
seat on the board, which is not something
www.valueinvestorinsight.com

Christopher Kiper, Ted White

Teaming Up
The money-raising environment for startup active investment managers has been
a tough one since the financial crisis, as
investors large and small have gravitated
more toward passive strategies or sought
the comfort of big, well-established firms.
Legion Partners' Chris Kiper and Ted
White have found one creative solution to
that problem in forging a unique relationship with the California State Teachers’
Retirement System pension fund. Since
2011 they have teamed with CalSTERS
on single-idea, activist co-investments
– high-profile joint efforts have included
proxy fights at Perry Ellis International and
Banc of California – and in 2014 the pension fund committed to invest $200 million
in Legion’s co-mingled fund.
“The efficiency of capital markets means
everything to funds like CalSTERS, and
they’ve been very smart in building out
their dedicated corporate-governance efforts,” says White. “They bring to the table
a thoughtful, quintessentially long-term
orientation and we try to bring the intense
research and focus necessary to surface
ideas and develop and implement specific
action plans. We’re seeing a lot more demand on the institutional side for this type
of collaboration.”
Value Investor Insight
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they often do. At the operating level we
concluded the company’s top line could
grow at a healthy 6-8% per year and that
the margin upside was real. The two main
competitors operate at 7% EBITDA margins – with Univar targeting 10% by 2021
– while Nexeo’s margins are only 5%.
It sounds like you think the corporate
governance here is fairly good. What’s on
your activist agenda?
CK: We think they’re mostly focused on
the right things from an operational perspective, but we see a few things that could
really improve. The capital structure is too
convoluted, with warrants and three different tranches of equity with unique vesting characteristics that make it confusing
even to figure out the correct number of
shares outstanding. We think that needs to
be cleaned up, particularly after the margin improvement starts to show through.
We also would like to see debt paid
down below 4x EBITDA, from around
4.8x today. Another area where we’re
trying to help is to attract more sell-side
coverage. The knee-jerk reaction on many
SPACs today is negative and we think
there’s a better story to be told here that
analysts will want to follow.
Is it right that you actually own Nexeo
warrants rather than the stock?
CK: Yes, we own roughly 10% of the
50 million outstanding warrants, two of
which can be exercised to buy a share of
stock for $11.50. [Note: NXEO stock currently trades at $10.70.] It’s not that we
don’t think the equity is attractive, there’s
just more leverage to the upside in the
warrants. If this plays out as we think it
can, we could earn 5-6x on our investment in the warrants. There’s some risk
we get taken out too early at too low of
a price – which is why we’re advocating
cleaning up the margin story first, then addressing the capital structure.
Both L.B. Foster and Nexeo have market
caps less than $1 billion. Is that where you
tend to prospect for ideas?
March 30, 2018

CK: By mandate the top end of our market-cap range is $5 billion, but our sweet
spot is probably $500 million to $1.5 billion. In general, that’s driven by our ability to own a large enough stake in such
companies to have a meaningful impact.
I would add that we’re finding we’re
able to engage with bigger companies with
smaller stakes than you might expect, even
well below 5%. Larger companies usually
have more sophisticated boards and better
advisors and are more likely to realize that

ON GOVERNANCE:
If you ask board members
when they last actually spoke
with a shareholder, you often
get a blank stare.
if things aren't going well and an activist
shows up with good ideas, you should listen and implement as many as you can.
A prime example: we own a relatively
small position in Mattel [MAT], whose
headquarters is just a few miles from our
office. The company is facing a number of
business issues and has gone through four
CEOs in five years, and we’ve been in active discussions with them about improving the company, starting with re-making
a board that didn’t have people with toyindustry experience. Earlier this month
they nominated three new members to
the board, including a candidate, Soren
Laursen, who we brought to them and
who spent his career in the toy industry,
including more than 20 years at Lego.
What does a typical activist “action plan”
you prepare for a company include?
CK: In every case there are fundamental
reasons why the market is not understanding why the company isn’t worth more. So
our work focuses on what is causing that
disconnect and what we can do about it.
It may be as straightforward as telling the
story better, getting broader analyst coverage or reducing costs, or it may be as comwww.valueinvestorinsight.com
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plicated as rethinking strategy, the portfolio of businesses or the capital structure.
We also emphasize corporate governance. While boards are supposed to
represent shareholders, if you ask board
members when they last actually spoke
with a shareholder other than their neighbor who owns a few shares, you often get
a blank stare. Many of our engagements
include trying to get new people on the
board who have fresh perspective, morerelevant experience and more of a shareholder focus.
Ted White: There are common themes in
our engagements around capital-allocation discipline and management compensation alignment with shareholders. We
want to leave a company in better shape
when we’re done than when we got there,
which means it’s positioned to build shareholder value far into the future. We think
that starts with a correct and properly incented capital-allocation discipline. A lot
of good things come from that.
Talk about your efforts at portfolio holding Banc of California [BANC], of which
you once said, “We are hard pressed to remember the last time we came across such
a large corporate governance discount.”
TW: Banc of California is a regional bank,
operating primarily in Southern California, and it came to our attention because
of the 50% price-to-tangible-book-value
discount of its shares versus peers. The
stock had lost 40% of its value from midAugust to early November 2016, largely
due to allegations by a short seller attacking the credibility of senior management,
even going so far as to insinuate ties to a
felon convicted of fraud.
While some allegations were groundless, we thought the stock selloff did reflect
many shareholders giving up after years of
poor corporate governance and a growthat-all-costs strategy under what we found
to be an imperial, anti-shareholder CEO.
He’d refuse to communicate with shareholders. Related-party transactions went
on for something like seven pages in the
proxy. In the CEO's comp package was a
Value Investor Insight
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provision to make him whole on his equity grants if the stock was diluted by shares
issued to fuel rapid growth. Think about
that: he gets a hall pass so he doesn’t have
the same risk profile as other shareholders. It’s safe to say there were major signs
of governance issues.
The harder question was whether the
underlying franchise despite the governance issues was sound. Here we concluded the capital base was solid, the loan
book was healthy, the market position
was attractive, and that just running the
company in a way that was remotely similar to the peer set would result in significant upside in the stock. We initiated our
position in November 2016 and filed our
initial 13D in January 2017.
What’s happened since? The former
CEO resigned in early 2017 and since then
a majority of the board and much of senior
management has changed. The relatedparty transactions are ending and the controls around them and a number of other
issues strengthened. New comp plans are
in place that significantly improve management and shareholder alignment. The
company sold its mortgage banking division – which accounted for 40% of overall operating expenses – in order to focus
on its more valuable commercial banking
franchise. We're impressed with the new
team and now it’s a question of executing
on the new plan. It’s still a core position
for us. [Note: In the mid-teens in November 2016, Banc of California shares traded
recently at $19.30.]
How do you engage with management?
CK: We meet with management throughout the process. In the early days we’re
asking a lot of questions, which is what
we should be doing because we’re not going to be experts on day one. We generally
like to meet in person at their home base,
to see where they work and get a sense of
how they’re spending shareholder dollars.
As we develop our activist agenda
we’re talking with management along the
way. I used to worry about doing that,
that they’d go off and do everything before we had a chance to get fully invested.
March 30, 2018

Experience has taught that most companies and boards take quite a bit of time to
get their heads around the types of things
we’re talking about. To speed up the process we tell companies very early about
our points of view.
TW: Part of our engaging with them early
is also a risk assessment in how difficult
it’s going to be to effect change. We know
activism sometimes involves confrontation – we’re talking about difficult things.
The risk profile of the investment is lower

ON SELLING:
We're all about value. For a
security at full value, we sell
whether we have 100% or 0%
of the activist agenda done.
the greater the level of collaboration with
the company. We need to know that and
take it into consideration as we proceed.
How do you approach valuation?
CK: Our primary approach is to create a
detailed cash-flow model going out five
years, apply a multiple that we believe
will reflect the quality and prospects of the
business in the out year, and then discount
that back to the present to arrive at fair
value. We’ll also compare that to where
peers are trading, the estimated private
market value of the business if it were sold
and, if it’s a more complicated, multi-unit
company, our estimate of the sum of the
parts. Our bias is toward discounted cash
flow, but we want to look at value through
a number of lenses before zeroing in on
what we believe is appropriate.
How many positions do you usually hold
at a time?
CK: We usually hold 5 to 15 positions,
with core holdings of 10% or more and
what we call toehold positions making up
the rest. Almost everything starts out as a
www.valueinvestorinsight.com
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toehold position because we’re generally
not sure at the outset if we want or will be
able to buy enough at an attractive price
to make it a core position. As we continue
our work and see how the stock trades,
some holdings make it to core positions
and others don’t.
What’s your typical time horizon?
CK: The timing is that there’s an awful lot
of work on the front end in originating the
idea and working to implement the activist agenda, then once the table is set we’re
watching for the things we thought possible to take root. Then the market needs
time to catch up as those wonderful things
happen. When things go well, that’s usually a two- to three-year process.
I would emphasize that we’re all about
value, so if the security trades up to full
and fair value, we sell whether we have
100% or 0% of the activist agenda done.
It’s not about achieving our agenda, it’s
about the security’s valuation.
In 2016 you made the investment case
to us for Boingo Wireless [VII, June 30,
2016] when its shares traded at $8.90.
The stock is now near $25. How did you
manage that position on the way up?
CK: This was a case where the conventional wisdom on the company was that
its traditional business – providing Wi-Fi
access in airports for a fee – was going
nowhere and the stock was a total nonstarter. But they had been investing in
new, related businesses that we believed
had potential even though they weren’t
yet producing much if anything in the way
of economics. One of those in particular – providing Wi-Fi services to military
bases – has been a big success and cash
flows beautifully. As the results improved
and the market started to take notice, in
the latter part of last year when the stock
went above $20 it was pushing our estimate of fair value and we sold. It was kind
of a classic positive story for us.
TW: I mentioned this briefly earlier, but
sometimes a key part of our agenda is
Value Investor Insight
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as simple as helping the company think
through how it describes itself. With Boingo when we first got involved you could
read the 10-K and not understand exactly
what the company was doing. That fed
into the negative perception and resulted
in few people on Wall Street even paying attention. We helped them be more
transparent in how they described the
company, and a couple influential telecom
analysts eventually started covering it.
That’s a great thing for us to promote as
an activist.
Describe why food distributor Chefs’
Warehouse [CHEF] attracted you and
what your aspirations are for it?
CK: The company is the largest distributor in North America targeting non-chain
independent restaurants, finer dining establishments, country clubs, hotels, caterers and specialty food retailers. In the U.S.
it has a national footprint, delivering daily
to 30,000 customer locations in 15 key
metropolitan markets.
One appeal to us of the business is the
secular tailwind from consumers eating
out more often, choosing healthier food
options when they do, and generally shifting away from chain restaurants toward
higher-end independent ones. Inside the
home, there is an increase in online ordering for delivery, mostly from independent
restaurants. Out of a food-service market with more than $260 billion in annual sales, we believe Chefs’ addressable
market is $25-30 billion, leaving it a long
growth runway from the current revenue
run rate of $1.3 billion.
We also think there’s a significant opportunity for margin upside. Profit margins have been down over the last few
years for a number of reasons, much of
them home-grown as the company has
had difficulty in integrating some recent
acquisitions and in ramping up new distribution centers in New York City, Chicago
and San Francisco. We’ve also just gone
through a historic cyclical period of food
input-price deflation which has impacted
distributors' margin dollars. All of this has
caused EBITDA margins to fall from 7%
March 30, 2018

to around 5%, which we don’t believe is
the status quo.
How does Chefs fend off much larger
competition targeting its attractive end
markets?
CK: We think the larger broad-line competitors such as Sysco [SYY], US Foods
[USFD] and Performance Food Group
[PFGC] aren’t set up to meet the deliverytime and specialized-SKU requirements
of Chefs' higher-end customers. For example, competitors might carry five to
10 different olive oils, while Chefs would

Legion Partners

have over 200. Chefs accepts orders much
later in the day for next-day delivery than
big competitors are used to. We also think
there’s a branding issue: upper-end restaurants don’t really want the Sysco truck
parked outside since that’s the same truck
that delivers to the local fast-food chains.
Looking at the other end of the competitive spectrum, Chefs has considerable
opportunity to make acquisitions in what
is still a highly fragmented industry, with
something like 15,000 smaller players in
the U.S. The economics can be highly favorable when Chefs can acquire a smaller
competitor, eliminate much of its cost base

INVESTMENT SNAPSHOT

Valuation Metrics

Chefs’ Warehouse
(Nasdaq: CHEF)

(@3/29/18):

Business: North American distributor of
more than 40,000 food products, primarily to
independent restaurants, bakeries, hotels, casinos, cruise lines and specialty food stores.
Share Information (@3/29/18):

Price
52-Week Range
Dividend Yield
Market Cap

23.00
11.85 – 25.93
0.0%
$654.1 million

Financials (TTM):
Revenue
Operating Profit Margin
Net Profit Margin

$1.30 billion
3.1%
1.1%

P/E (TTM)
Forward P/E (Est.)

CHEF
42.4
25.0

S&P 500
24.5
16.8

Largest Institutional Owners
(@12/31/17):

Company		
% Owned
Kayne Anderson Rudnick
15.8%
AllianceBernstein
7.0%
Wasatch Adv		
6.3%
Legion Partners		
6.0%
Dimensional Fund Adv		
4.4%
Short Interest (as of 3/15/18):
Shares Short/Float		
12.9%

CHEF PRICE HISTORY

THE BOTTOM LINE

The company's performance is poised to improve, says Chris Kiper, bolstered by secular
tailwinds in how people eat out and as it works past home-grown and cyclical margin
challenges. Assuming a peer 12x EV/EBITDA multiple on his 2021 estimates, the stock
would trade then at $50. Discounted back at 10%, that yields a current fair value of $30.
Sources: Company reports, other publicly available information
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and service its customers using existing
warehouses and trucks.
What is your activist action plan here?
CK: We recently entered into an agreement
with the company to add two directors to
its board. The first, Christina Carroll, has
a long background and history advising
companies about M&A and valuations,
which is important given the company’s
growth strategy. The second, David Schreibman, has held very senior roles at US
Foods and brings to the board valuable
food-distribution operating experience.
We are also focused on seeing transparency in Chefs’ margin-improvement plan.
More disclosure to explain in detail what
needs to change in order for EBITDA margins to get back up to 7% would be well
received by investors.
With the stock, now $23, up 65% over the
past year, how are you looking at upside?
CK: We don’t think the story has played
out, especially on the margin front. Assuming high-single-digit annual growth,
we project revenues of $1.7 billion by
2021. At a 7% EBITDA margin that
would result in $120 million in EBITDA.
With a peer multiple of 12x EV/EBITDA,
that would translate into a share price of
$50. Discounting that back at a 10% rate
gets us to a fair value on the stock today
of around $30.
Another potential positive that is often
mentioned by sell-side analysts is that it’s
highly likely the broad-line competitors
would consider Chefs an attractive acquisition candidate. They all want to expand their focus on the higher growth and
higher margins available in serving independent restaurants, and Chefs under the
leadership of CEO Chris Pappas and his
team would provide both expertise and
scale in that business that would be hard
to develop more organically.
You’ve had success over time investing
in telecommunications. Why is Vonage
Holdings [VG] an attractive bet in the sector for you today?
March 30, 2018

CK: We’d been following Vonage for quite
some time and for much of its early history it was not a happy story for shareholders. The company was a pioneer in providing voice over internet protocol [VOIP]
service to consumers, and despite growing
revenues from 2002 to 2010 from almost
nothing to $900 million, it was in the
red every year and racked up a cumulative $1.2 billion in net losses over that period. When growth then turned negative,
the company struggled even more prior
to concluding it needed to fundamentally
rethink its future, hiring Alan Masarek in
2014 from Google to lead the effort.

Under Maserek – who is one of the
best CEOs we’ve ever encountered – the
company now has three primary lines of
business. The consumer business is declining, but it has 1.5 million phone-service
customers paying an average of $26 per
month and now generates $190-200
million in annual EBITDA. A separate
business-focused segment provides VOIPbased telecom services to enterprises, sold
as a replacement to traditional PBX systems and offering lower costs and unique
features such as four-digit dialing between
remote branch offices. This is a growth
business, increasing its top line at a high-

INVESTMENT SNAPSHOT

Valuation Metrics

Vonage

(NYSE: VG)

(@3/29/18):

Business: Provider of cloud-based unified
telecommunications systems and services
to business users as well as Internet-based
phone services to residential customers.

P/E (TTM)
Forward P/E (Est.)

Share Information (@3/29/18):

(@12/31/17):

Price

Company		
% Owned
BlackRock		11.5%
Vanguard Group
9.9%
Wellington Mgmt		
6.4%
AllianceBernstein
3.0%
Dimensional Fund Adv		
3.0%

52-Week Range
Dividend Yield
Market Cap

10.65
5.98 – 11.65
0.0%
$2.46 billion

Financials (TTM):
Revenue
Operating Profit Margin
Net Profit Margin

$1.00 billion
6.4%
(-3.4%)

VG
n/a
26.6

S&P 500
24.5
16.8

Largest Institutional Owners

Short Interest (as of 3/15/18):
Shares Short/Float		

3.4%

VG PRICE HISTORY

THE BOTTOM LINE

It appears the slow decline in the company's traditional consumer business is masking
the market's view of the strong growth and bright prospects of two business-focused
units, says Chris Kiper. Valuing each of the three businesses separately, he arrives at a
fair value estimate for the shares of around $16, a 50% premium to the current price.
Sources: Company reports, other publicly available information
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teens annual rate and with a long growth
runway as small and large enterprises are
still in the early stages of adopting cloudbased systems like those Vonage offers.
We’re also very high on the third line
of business, developed from a 2016 acquisition of a company called Nexmo,
which sells software that allows application developers to build communications
functionality directly into their apps. An
example of this would be the Uber app,
in which a user can call or text the driver
directly from the app. This may seem like
a simple feature, but it is actually rather
complicated to pull off. The Nexmo technology does it efficiently and securely, generating a usage fee for Vonage each time a
call or text is made.
The Nexmo business has been growing
at 40% per year and we think the technology is just scratching the surface of its
ultimate addressable market. Think about
how you get prompted today by your dentist to come in for an annual cleaning. He
or she sends a postcard in the mail, which
prompts you to call for an appointment,
at which point you have to explain who
you are, why you’re calling and when
you’d like to come in. Turning that type
of interaction into a much more efficient
electronic process is what Nexmo’s technology does very well.
With a CEO in place who you hold in such
high regard, what’s on your action plan
for the company?
CK: We’re comfortable with the operational execution, but we're working with the
board to try to improve disclosure, tweak
incentive compensation plans and make
certain governance practices more shareholder friendly. We also believe there’s
an opportunity to separate and monetize
the consumer business. Markets struggle
to value companies when one segment is
in decline and others are growing because
the overall growth profile seems uninteresting. Separating the growing businesses
out would help remedy that here.
How are you valuing the shares, recently
trading at $10.65?
March 30, 2018

CK: We arrive at a value for the consumer
business that’s right around $1 billion by
discounting back its future cash flows,
which are partly shielded by $600 million
worth of tax-loss carryforwards. Based
on the low-end forward revenue multiple
range of publicly traded peers like 8X8
[EGHT] and RingCentral [RNG], we believe the enterprise PBX-replacement business is worth $1.9 billion. For the Nexmo
business we’re using a 5.5x revenue mul-

ON MARKET INEFFICIENCY:
Markets often struggle to
value companies when one
segment is in decline and
others are growing.
tiple on estimated 2018 sales – competitor
Twilio [TWLO] trades at nearly 7x sales
– valuing it at $1.1 billion.
After subtracting net debt, that gives us
a sum-of-the-parts value of $3.8 billion,
or $16 per share. If this evolves as we expect, with think it can be a great multiyear compounder.
The secular backdrop wouldn’t appear
quite as healthy for your next idea, retail
holding company Genesco [GCO].
Ken Kempf: The company primarily runs
four retail brands. Journeys sells teen footwear. Lids is a retailer of sports-licensed
merchandise with a focus on caps. Johnston & Murphy is a well-known men’s
footwear brand sold at wholesale and retail. The fourth is Schuh, which is a specialty footwear retailer in the U.K., Ireland and Germany.
There are a number of challenges facing
the business. With 95% of their stores located in malls, all the brands are impacted
by reduced shopper traffic as consumers
shift to buying online. Lids is dealing with
an aggressive competitor in Fanatics, and
with reduced demand for National Football League merchandise. There have been
operational missteps at Journeys, where
www.valueinvestorinsight.com
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segment EBITDA has declined more than
30% over the past two years. All of this
has had a negative impact on revenues and
profit margins, and returns on invested
capital have declined from 15% in 2013
to 6% currently.
In response, management is pursuing
an operating-cost savings program they
expect to yield $35-40 million in annual
savings over time, which would equate to
up to 25% of the latest twelve months’
EBITDA. The company is rationalizing
the store base with a focus on reducing
rent expenses as leases expire. In most
malls they’re able to negotiate 15-20%
rent reductions upon renewal, which will
add up as 1,300 store leases expire over
the next three years. Capital expenditures
are also being reduced, from nearly $130
million last year to around $75 million
this year.
Is there more you think should be done?
KK: Our basic view is that as long as the
sum-of-the-parts value of the individual
brands is not being reflected in the market
value of the company that management
should actively pursue selling off pieces
of the business to the highest bidder. We
aren't opposed to the recently announced
decision to run a sales process for Lids,
but we don’t think any options should be
off the table. It's likely the best option for
bridging the valuation disconnect would
be through initiating a similar process for
Johnston & Murphy and Schuh.
For any ongoing businesses we believe
the company can be more aggressive in
closing unproductive stores, improving
inventory turnover, further reducing capital spending, and prioritizing the return of
capital to shareholders. As always, we’re
also looking to make sure compensation
plans fully reflect new strategic and operational goals.
How inexpensive do you consider the
shares at a recent price of $40.60?
KK: We value the company on a sumof-parts basis. Johnston & Murphy as a
vertically integrated branded-footwear
Value Investor Insight
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INVESTMENT SNAPSHOT

Valuation Metrics

Genesco

(NYSE: GCO)

(@3/29/18):

Business: Retailing holding company
focused on the sale of footwear, apparel and
accessories through operating units including
Johnston & Murphy, Lids and Schuh Group.

P/E (TTM)
Forward P/E (Est.)

Share Information (@3/29/18):

(@12/31/17):

Price

Company		
% Owned
BlackRock		11.9%
Vanguard Group
8.8%
Eagle Asset Mgmt		
8.6%
Dimensional Fund Adv		
8.3%
Carillon Tower Adv		
6.6%

52-Week Range
Dividend Yield
Market Cap

40.60
20.90 – 56.10
0.0%
$808.5 million

Financials (TTM):
Revenue
Operating Profit Margin
Net Profit Margin

$2.91 billion
3.3%
(-3.8%)

GCO
n/a
11.4

S&P 500
24.5
16.8

Largest Institutional Owners

Short Interest (as of 3/15/18):
Shares Short/Float		
13.4%

GCO PRICE HISTORY

THE BOTTOM LINE

Ken Kempf argues that the sum-of-the-parts value of the company's disparate retail
brands is not well reflected in its overall market value, and that management should
"actively pursue selling off pieces of the business to the highest bidder." Valuing each
business separately, he arrives at an estimated per-share company value of close to $60.
Sources: Company reports, other publicly available information

business in our opinion deserves a premium valuation. At 10x estimated 2018
EV/EBITDA, it would be worth $10 per
share. Assuming 8x EV/EBITDA, in line
with peer companies in Europe, Schuh
would be worth $13.50 per share. Given
the underlying value of real estate and inventory, we believe Lids could be worth
$10 per share in a sale. Finally, with a 5x
EV/EBITDA multiple on Journeys and the
remaining corporate overhead, that adds
another $17.50 in value. Subtracting net
debt, but adding back $10 per share of
value for the announced cost-reduction
March 30, 2018

program, we arrive at an estimated share
value of close to $60.
From specialty retail to electronics manufacturing, explain your investment thesis
for Fabrinet [FN]?
Sagar Gupta: Operationally, Fabrinet is
one of the better-run companies in the
electronics manufacturing services (EMS)
space, with a leading position in providing
manufactured optical components used
by original-equipment manufacturers that
sell to network equipment vendors such as
www.valueinvestorinsight.com
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Cisco, Ericsson and Huawei. Most of its
manufacturing is done in Thailand.
The optical-equipment industry can be
quite cyclical, but as a specialized contract
manufacturer, Fabrinet is one degree removed from the worst of the cyclical impacts. They’re very good at what they do
and typically work with customers from
the initial design phase, often requiring
long-term contracts with capital put up
at the outset. In most years the company
earns high-single-digit operating margins
and returns on invested capital that are
near 30%.
That’s not to say the business can’t
experience cyclicality, which in the past
two to three quarters has hurt Fabrinet’s
results. There has been excess inventory
buildup for optical equipment in China,
the North American telecom market has
seen delayed new equipment deployment,
and prices have been under pressure in
equipment sales to hyper-scale cloud operators like Google, Facebook and Amazon. While we understand these things can
happen, we also believe that the long-term
demand for optical components that allow network infrastructure to meet everincreasing demand for bandwidth is a
secular growth market. Fabrinet is well
positioned to benefit from that.
What is on your activist agenda for the
company?
SG: Management has set a long-term goal
to build out the company's non-optical
revenue base. Ahead of any major decisions we believe the board should conduct
a full review of all options to improve
shareholder value. The company has 3x
the margins of its peers, yet trades at a discounted valuation. A formal review process should address this disconnect.
How discounted do you consider the
shares at a recent price of $31.40?
SG: It’s difficult to forecast this type of
business quarter-to-quarter, but we believe
that multi-year growth in the company’s
end markets, market-share gains, and the
Value Investor Insight
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impact of share buybacks can by 2019
or 2020 result in roughly $4 per share in
earnings, up from a current annual run
rate of around $2.90. Electronic manufacturing services peers typically trade at
P/Es of 11-13x, but given its better margin and growth profiles we think Fabrinet
deserves to trade at a premium. At what
we’d consider an appropriate 13.5x P/E
on our $4 EPS estimate, the shares would
trade at $54.
As Chris described earlier with Chefs’
Warehouse, this is another business that
could be an attractive acquisition target

for larger EMS players looking to diversify into higher-quality contracts. If the
market doesn’t better recognize what
we think the intrinsic value is here, we
wouldn’t be surprised if someone came
along who would.
You do “post-mortems” on all your investments, good or bad. Describe some
lessons learned from mistakes.
CK: We made some oil and gas investments in 2014 prior to the Saudis announcing their intention to preserve mar-

INVESTMENT SNAPSHOT

Valuation Metrics

Fabrinet

(NYSE: FN)

(@3/29/18):

Business: Provider of optical and electromechanical equipment and services used
in manufacturing such products as medical
devices, auto components, lasers and sensors.
Share Information (@3/29/18):

Price
52-Week Range
Dividend Yield
Market Cap

31.38
24.02 – 47.02
0.0%
$1.17 billion

Financials (TTM):
Revenue
Operating Profit Margin
Net Profit Margin

$1.43 billion
7.5%
6.2%

P/E (TTM)
Forward P/E (Est.)

FN
13.3
9.4

S&P 500
24.5
16.8

Largest Institutional Owners
(@12/31/17):

Company		
% Owned
BlackRock		11.6%
Royce & Assoc		
6.5%
Dimensional Fund Adv		
6.1%
Vanguard Group
5.4%
Fidelity Mgmt & Research
5.1%
Short Interest (as of 3/15/18):
Shares Short/Float		
11.0%

FN PRICE HISTORY

THE BOTTOM LINE

Recent cyclical impacts on the company's performance appear to be obscuring how
well its operational prowess positions it to benefit from long-term secular demand for
its products, says Sagar Gupta. At what he considers a reasonable 13.5x his earningspower estimate of $4 per share, the stock within two years or so would trade at $54.
Sources: Company reports, other publicly available information
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ket share at the expense of holding on
price. As the commodity repriced and we
reassessed fair value, a lot of upside that
originally attracted our attention disappeared. The key learning there – which we
knew but had ignored – is how far outside
of our control a commodity price is. Moving unhedged into the exposure that we
had in our portfolio didn’t make a lot of
sense. You won’t see us do that again.
We also had a less-than-successful experience with a company called Ciber,
which helped enterprises implement largescale IT system and software changes. We
thought the business would benefit from
secular tailwinds as existing IT infrastructure was modernized and as companies
started shifting significant operations to
the cloud. We also saw a number of ways
to improve operating margins, capital allocation and management and board accountability.
Several things went wrong. The board
had brought in a CEO who was hyperfocused on a new cloud-related software
product that was burning capital and diverting management attention from key
parts of the ongoing business. As the ongoing business flagged, cash flow got tight
and there were some concerns about servicing the debt. This is a business where
your primary assets, as they say, ride up
and down the elevator every day, and as
the business conditions deteriorated, employees started to splinter off and leave
for competitors. That all put the business
into a rapid downward spiral that was unrecoverable, and the company ended up
selling itself in pieces in bankruptcy.
There are a lot of lessons from this one.
We didn’t move quickly enough to address
the issues we saw. We misjudged the speed
with which the financial condition could
deteriorate. One of the most important
things we learned is to proceed with caution in businesses where all the primary
assets go home every night. A key goal
in these types of post-mortems is to learn
how to be more diligent and focused early
on in assessing what can go wrong. That’s
helped us – and will continue to help us –
be better investors. VII
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Disclosure:

Interests	
  in	
  any	
  of	
  Legion	
  Partners'	
  investment	
  vehicles	
  ("Vehicles")	
  are	
  not	
  offered	
  by	
  this	
  article.	
  	
  An	
  offer	
  may	
  
only	
   be	
   made	
   after	
   you	
   have	
   received	
   a	
   Private	
   Offering	
   Memorandum	
   concerning	
   a	
   Legion	
   Partners	
   Vehicle.	
   	
  This	
  
article	
   does	
   not	
   provide	
   all	
   information	
   material	
   to	
   an	
   investor’s	
   decision	
   to	
   invest	
   in	
   a	
   Legion	
   Partners	
   Vehicle,	
  
including,	
  but	
  not	
  limited	
  to,	
  the	
  risk	
  factors.	
  	
  This	
  article	
  should	
  not	
  be	
  construed	
  as	
  investment	
  advice	
  and	
  should	
  
be	
  kept	
  confidential.	
  	
  This	
  article	
  may	
  not	
  be	
  distributed	
  without	
  the	
  prior	
  written	
  consent	
  of	
  Legion	
  Partners	
  Asset	
  
Management,	
  LLC.	
  	
  This	
  article	
  is	
  for	
  informational	
  purposes	
  only	
  and	
  does	
  not	
  constitute	
  a	
  solicitation	
  to	
  purchase	
  
interests	
  in	
  a	
  Legion	
  Partners	
  Vehicle.	
  	
  Prospective	
  investors	
  may	
  not	
  subscribe	
  for	
  interests	
  in	
  a	
  Legion	
  Partners	
  
Vehicle	
  until	
  they	
  are	
  determined	
  to	
  have	
  met	
  certain	
  criteria	
  described	
  in	
  the	
  respective	
  Vehicle's	
  Private	
  Offering	
  
Memorandum.	
  	
  Prospective	
  investors	
  are	
  advised	
  to	
  review	
  the	
  Private	
  Offering	
  Memorandum	
  and	
  consult	
  their	
  
own	
  advisors	
  regarding	
  any	
  potential	
  investment	
  in	
  a	
  Legion	
  Partners	
  Vehicle.	
  
The	
  Composite	
  performance	
  data	
  referenced	
  in	
  the	
  article	
  is	
  from	
  8/22/11	
  inception	
  date	
  through	
  2/28/2018	
  and	
  
includes:	
  Completed	
  Projects:	
  1)	
  Co-‐investment*	
  project	
  in	
  CRI	
  (8/22/11	
  -‐	
  4/16/12)	
  -‐	
  prior	
  to	
  the	
  actual	
  formation	
  
of	
  Legion	
  Partners	
  Asset	
  Management	
  in	
  April	
  2012,	
  the	
  Legion	
  Principals	
  identified	
  the	
  investment	
  opportunity,	
  
developed	
   the	
   strategy	
   and	
   assisted	
   the	
   client	
   with	
   the	
   engagement	
   on	
   this	
   investment,	
   but	
   the	
   client	
   had	
  
discretion	
   over	
   the	
   assets,	
   allowing	
   the	
   client	
   to	
   handle	
   the	
   trading	
   on	
   their	
   own	
   desk	
   and	
   to	
   have	
   a	
   say	
   in	
  
determining	
   the	
   timing	
   of	
   both	
   purchasing	
   and	
   selling	
   the	
   investment;	
   	
   2)	
   Co-‐investment*	
   project	
   in	
   TKR	
   (6/5/12	
   -‐	
  
5/17/13)	
   -‐	
   Legion	
   Partners	
   identified	
   the	
   investment	
   opportunity,	
   developed	
   the	
   strategy	
   and	
   led	
   the	
   engagement	
  
on	
  this	
  investment,	
  but	
  the	
  client	
  had	
  discretion	
  over	
  the	
  assets,	
  allowing	
  the	
  client	
  to	
  handle	
  the	
  trading	
  on	
  their	
  
own	
   desk	
   and	
   to	
   have	
   a	
   say	
   in	
   determining	
   the	
   timing	
   of	
   both	
   purchasing	
   and	
   selling	
   the	
   investment;	
   	
   3)	
   Co-‐
investment*	
   project	
   in	
   RCMT	
   (11/1/11	
   -‐	
   11/14/17)	
   -‐	
   prior	
   to	
   the	
   actual	
   formation	
   of	
   Legion	
   Partners	
   Asset	
  
Management	
   in	
   April	
   2012,	
   the	
   Legion	
   Principals	
   identified	
   the	
   investment	
   opportunity,	
   developed	
   the	
   strategy,	
  
led	
   the	
   engagement,	
   won	
   the	
   proxy	
   contest	
   and	
   had	
   discretion	
   over	
   the	
   assets;	
   	
   4)	
   Legion	
   Partners	
   Special	
  
Opportunities,	
  L.P.	
  IV	
  (co-‐investment)	
  which	
  was	
  launched	
  6/1/16	
  and	
  exited	
  10/18/17;	
  5)	
  Legion	
  Partners	
  Special	
  
Opportunities,	
   L.P.	
   VI	
   (co-‐investment)	
   which	
   was	
   launched	
   6/7/17	
   and	
   exited	
   11/29/17;	
   and	
   6)	
   Legion	
   Partners	
  
Special	
   Opportunities,	
   L.P.	
   III	
   (co-‐investment)	
   which	
   was	
   launched	
   4/5/16	
   and	
   exited	
   12/31/17;	
   and	
   Ongoing	
  
Projects:	
   1)	
   Legion	
   Partners,	
   L.P.	
   I	
   (comingled	
   fund)	
   which	
   was	
   launched	
   1/2/14;	
   2)	
   Legion	
   Partners	
   Special	
  
Opportunities,	
  L.P.	
  I	
  which	
  was	
  launched	
  7/1/14	
  (4	
  co-‐investment	
  projects	
  to-‐date	
  of	
  which	
  3	
  are	
  exited	
  and	
  the	
  
4th	
  launched	
  12/15/16);	
  3)	
  Legion	
  Partners,	
  L.P.	
  II	
  (comingled	
  fund)	
  which	
  was	
  launched	
  8/1/14;	
  4)	
  Legion	
  Partners	
  
Special	
   Opportunities,	
   L.P.	
   II	
   (co-‐investment)	
   which	
   was	
   launched	
   12/14/15;	
   5)	
   Legion	
   Partners	
   Special	
  
Opportunities,	
  L.P.	
  V	
  (co-‐investment)	
  which	
  was	
  launched	
  1/30/17;	
  6)	
  Legion	
  Partners	
  Special	
  Opportunities,	
  L.P.	
  
VII	
   which	
   was	
   launched	
   7/31/17;	
   and	
   7)	
   Legion	
   Partners	
   Special	
   Opportunities,	
   L.P.	
   VIII	
   which	
   was	
   launched	
  
12/13/17.	
   	
   Comparison	
   of	
   Legion's	
   Composite	
   performance	
   or	
   the	
   performance	
   of	
   any	
   of	
   Legion's	
   Funds	
   to	
   a	
  
market	
  index	
  may	
  be	
  inappropriate	
  because,	
  among	
  other	
  things,	
  the	
  respective	
  Legion	
  Vehicle	
  is	
  not	
  as	
  diversified	
  
as	
   a	
   market	
   index.	
   	
   Each	
   market	
   index	
   assumes	
   all	
   dividends	
   are	
   reinvested	
   back	
   into	
   its	
   index.	
   	
   Market	
   index	
  
returns	
  are	
  from	
  the	
  first	
  co-‐investment's	
  inception	
  date	
  8/22/11.	
  	
  Market	
  index	
  information	
  was	
  compiled	
  from	
  
sources	
   that	
   Legion	
   Partners	
   believes	
   are	
   reliable.	
   	
   However,	
   Legion	
   Partners	
   makes	
   no	
   representation	
   or	
  
guarantees	
   about	
   the	
   accuracy	
   and	
   completeness	
   of	
   such	
   information.	
   	
   Unlike	
   the	
   Composite	
   which	
   is	
   actively	
  
managed,	
  draws	
  down	
  and	
  returns	
  capital	
  over	
  time	
  and	
  may	
  maintain	
  a	
  cash	
  position,	
  an	
  index	
  is	
  unmanaged	
  and	
  
fully	
  invested.	
  	
  The	
  comparison	
  of	
  the	
  Composite's	
  performance	
  to	
  these	
  indices	
  may	
  be	
  inappropriate	
  because	
  the	
  
Composite	
  may	
  be	
  more	
  or	
  less	
  volatile	
  than	
  these	
  indices.	
  	
  	
  Russell	
  2000.	
  	
  The	
  Russell	
  2000	
  is	
  a	
  small-‐cap	
  stock	
  
market	
   index	
   of	
   the	
   smallest	
   2,000	
   stocks	
   in	
   the	
   Russell	
   3,000	
   Index	
   (3,000	
   publicly	
   held	
   US	
   companies	
  
representing	
  approximately	
  98%	
  of	
  the	
  investable	
  US	
  stock	
  market).	
  
Past	
  performance	
  is	
  not	
  indicative	
  of	
  future	
  returns.	
  	
  The	
  results	
  for	
  all	
  years	
  are	
  based	
  on	
  Legion	
  Partners'	
  internal	
  
books	
   and	
   records.	
   	
   Unless	
   otherwise	
   specified,	
   the	
   Composite's	
   net	
   performance	
   results	
   represent	
   the	
  
hypothetical	
  returns	
  experienced	
  by	
  a	
  full	
  fee	
  paying	
  investor	
  for	
  money	
  invested	
  in	
  the	
  Composite	
  on	
  the	
  launch	
  
date	
  (8/22/11)	
  and	
  allocated	
  pro	
  rata	
  over	
  time	
  at	
  the	
  start	
  date	
  of	
  each	
  of	
  the	
  investments	
  that	
  are	
  included	
  in	
  
the	
  Composite.	
  	
  Returns	
  experienced	
  by	
  individual	
  investors	
  may	
  vary	
  depending	
  on	
  various	
  factors,	
  including	
  their	
  

date	
   of	
   investment	
   and	
   fees	
   paid.	
   	
   The	
   investment	
   environment	
   and	
   market	
   conditions	
   may	
   be	
   markedly	
   different	
  
in	
  the	
  future	
  and	
  investment	
  returns	
  will	
  fluctuate	
  in	
  value.	
  
An	
   investment	
   in	
   a	
   Legion	
   Fund	
   involves	
   significant	
   risk,	
   including	
   the	
   risk	
   of	
   loss	
   of	
   all	
   or	
   substantially	
   all	
   of	
   an	
  
investor’s	
  investment	
  in	
  the	
  Fund.	
  	
  No	
  assurance	
  can	
  be	
  given	
  that	
  the	
  investment	
  objectives	
  of	
  the	
  Fund	
  will	
  be	
  
achieved.	
  	
  An	
  investment	
  in	
  the	
  Fund	
  is	
  suitable	
  only	
  for	
  sophisticated	
  investors	
  for	
  whom	
  such	
  an	
  investment	
  does	
  
not	
   constitute	
   a	
   complete	
   investment	
   program	
   and	
   who	
   understand	
   fully,	
   are	
   willing	
   to	
   assume,	
   and	
   have	
   the	
  
financial	
  resources	
  necessary	
  to	
  withstand,	
  the	
  risks	
  involved	
  in	
  the	
  specialized	
  investment	
  program	
  in	
  which	
  the	
  
Fund	
  will	
  engage.	
  Each	
  prospective	
  investor	
  is	
  urged	
  to	
  consult	
  its	
  own	
  advisers	
  to	
  determine	
  the	
  suitability	
  of	
  an	
  
investment	
   in	
   the	
   Fund,	
   and	
   the	
   relationship	
   of	
   such	
   an	
   investment	
   to	
   the	
   prospective	
   investor’s	
   overall	
  
investment	
  program	
  and	
  financial	
  and	
  tax	
  position.	
  
*	
  Note	
  these	
  co-‐investments	
  may	
  depart	
  from	
  the	
  industry	
  standard	
  definition	
  of	
  a	
  co-‐investment	
  project	
  

